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1 Introduction 

1.1 Partners Involved 

 

1.2 Executive Summary 
This document provides a detailed description of all dissemination and communication activities carried             
out by the OFERA partners during the third year of the project aimed at reaching out to target audiences                   
and achieve the project’s goals. In addition to the information provided in previous reports D7.1 and                
D.7.2, this deliverable also covers some aspects of the Dissemination and Communication Plan (DACP),              
in particular concrete actions for raising awareness around micro-ROS (including vision, strategy and             
roadmap) as well as promotion of project’s results for ensuring that our target audiences get ready to                 
take advantage of them. 
  

Main highlights within this reporting period correspond to i) the promotion of micro-ROS within the ROS                
communities together with an active participation and contribution from the project’s partners, ii) the              
organization of online specific webinars to promote micro-ROS in different application scenarios , iii) the               
knowledge transfer through specific demos and presentations to targeted groups iv) the active presence              
in a number of events that are relevant within the context of this project and of great significance to                   
increase the visibility of the proposed technology. In particular, the effect of this intensive              
communication and dissemination activities have raised quite substantial awareness among the ROS            
Community. Besides, given that results from micro-ROS like the microXRCE-DDS and Fast DDS             
components have been contributed to the FIWARE Catalogue, it is also worth noting that the expansion                
of micro-ROS within the FIWARE ecosystem is growing and consolidating at a good pace. 
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1.3 Purpose of the Document 
This annual report describes the main activities performed regarding communication and dissemination            
as part of the OFERA project and in relation to the micro-ROS platform. 

Communication activities are intended to provide targeted information to multiple audiences, including            
the media and the public, in a strategic and effective manner. With communication activities we intend                
to call the attention of multiple audiences about our research (in a way that they can be understood by                   
non-specialists) and address the public policy perspective of EU research and innovation funding, by              
considering aspects such as contributing to competitiveness and to solving societal challenges. They map              
into activities related to active presence in social networks, writing of featured blog posts on relevant                
portals or articles within relevant newsletters, etc. 

On their turn, dissemination activities comprise sharing the concrete research results of this project,              
linked to the micro-ROS platform, with potential users - peers in the research field, industry, the ROS                 
Community, industry players and policy makers. 

1.4 Communication Approach 
On the one hand, micro-ROS is the name of the main technology produced as a result of the project. On                    
the other hand, OFERA is the name of this EU funded project which is bringing initial funding to activities                   
linked to development of micro-ROS. This separation was established from the initial stage of the project                
and the main reasons that led us to take this decision are the following: 

● We aim at delivering the key message that micro-ROS is a technology planned to stay there for                 
a long period. The fact that projects are, by definition, limited in time imposes entry barriers for                 
audiences (e.g., developers, tech providers, system architects) seeking promising technologies          
that put the focus on robustness, efficiency and long-term availability. We aim at bringing the               
message that the continuous evolution and maintenance of micro-ROS technology is not an             
incognita. On its turn, OFERA, is just the project that brings initial funding to micro-ROS               
activities.  

● We intend to emphasize the market-oriented and global dimensions of micro-ROS. Given that             
EU funded projects are highly linked to research activities in the European context, the              
separation that has been made between the project and the technology allows us to place both                
activities and results in the right context (e.g., WPs, tasks and deliverables with their              
corresponding coding just under the umbrella of the OFERA project). 

As an open source product, micro-ROS lowers the barriers for contributions from third parties.              
Contributing to a funded project, which inherently comprises concrete partners funded for the purpose              
and bound by a contract, raises barriers for third-party contributors. However, contributing to the              
development of a technology managed as an open source product on GitHub raises less suspicion. By                
distinguishing the two spaces, OFERA and micro-ROS, we separate the contract under which a number               
of partners are collaborating from the micro-ROS space, which offers more open, agile and flexible               
collaboration opportunities. 
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2 Communication and Dissemination Strategy 

2.1 Communication and Dissemination Objectives 
The main objective of communication has been so far to maximize the impact and benefits of the                 
project by reaching micro-ROS audiences in a consistent way through the project’s entire lifetime and               
beyond. In order to achieve this, concrete and measurable objectives have been defined for different               
target groups to deliver in time effective information and promotion of the project’s concept and               
approach.  

Communication materials and messaging highlight a clear brand purpose and positioning. We will put              
special focus on outcomes and results that can better support future exploitation during the next year                
2021. The implementation plan developed during 2020 helped to address communication objectives            
defining the right combination of channels, tools and mechanisms to effectively reach the target              
audiences and maximise impact and outreach in each phase of the project. Project identity messages to                
convey and internal reporting rules, have been also defined. We have closely monitored the impact of                
the communication in order to be able to apply corrective actions whenever necessary and identify               
opportunities that can maximize visibility. 

The communication strategy is driven by the following general objectives: 

● CO1: provide a clear messaging of the micro-ROS mission, goals and results by formulating              
adapted key messages to the different target audiences. 

● CO2: support collaboration with relevant projects, industry consortia, communities and          
initiatives to raise global awareness and reach target customers/users. 

● CO3: make micro-ROS familiar within the ROS communities 
● CO4: attract early users and create a micro-ROS community to introduce the new services and               

solutions into the pre-existing ROS communities  
● CO5: support targeted dissemination of the project results to prepare the ground for the              

exploitation. 

The overall objective of the dissemination activities is to ensure that the project creates both mid- and                 
long- term impact by informing and making results available for the research community. This is aligned                
with the following dissemination objectives 

● DO1: timely diffuse technological knowledge and releases produced during OFERA project           
execution and communicate about the benefits of applying them, leveraging in use cases             
experiences, and building on outcomes. 

● DO2: establish liaisons with other projects and initiatives for knowledge, technology transfer            
and feedback. 

● DO3: engage developers’ communities and also research and scientific audiences to get            
feedback and validate the project’s results. 

● DO4: publication of project results in relevant target community websites and forums - Gain              
visibility within target communities 
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● DO5: To attract potential users/customers and stimulate appropriate market segments to           
support the project’s exploitation strategy 

2.2 Methodology 
In order to achieve its objectives, OFERA partners followed a 360º communication strategy providing a               
consistent message through a combination of traditional marketing mix elements and online tools to              
create a comprehensive view of micro-ROS customer journey. Main efforts during the last year have               
been focused on creating a community around micro-ROS, agreements and collaborations with            
organisations and other communities. 
 
Specific actions on the Communication Strategy will follow a viral expansion loop or process through               
which the early adopters or users of the product are its primary marketers that will help to spread the                   
word through continued use and by encouraging friends and colleagues to join them in using it.  
 
ACQUISITION – AWARENESS 

● Generating awareness through social / digital media activities, support through events. 

● Presenting micro-ROS in the target communities: brand relevance, technology benefits. 

● SEO (Search Engine Optimization): 

○ Keyword research to position micro-ROS and help us to make our content relevant to a               

searcher’s query.  

○ SEO On Page: optimizing web pages to improve a website’s search engine rankings and              

earn organic traffic – from titles to content. 

● Social Media: to engage with existing and potential customers, strengthen relationships and            

raise brand awareness. The social media strategy has been built with organic content but could               

include paid ads (on Twitter and LinkedIn) to reach a target audience if necessary. 

● Offline and online events. Partners attended relevant events at a national and international level              

to spread the word about micro-ROS. 

The objective of the awareness activities is to increase the percentage of website visitors in the first                 
stage of communications and also build on reputation with media engagement. 
  
ACTIVATION - INTEREST 

● Branded content and banners in specialized communities (focusing on exploitation partnerships) 

● Influencer marketing. We will follow the same process as with the branded content. 

● Content marketing: digital and printed materials to increase brand awareness and drive organic             

traffic. Infographics, video, interviews, testimonials. 

● Online events – Technical and business focus targeting policy makers, researchers, end users. 

The objective of the activation activities is to make micro-ROS well known and loved by end users thanks                  

to engaging activities. 

  
CONSIDERATION - CONVERSION 
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We will initiate the loyalty journey by providing first project outcomes and keeping a fluent conversation                
within the community. The early adopters and other members of the community will be motivated to                
actively participate in the micro-ROS community. 
 
This phase could be reinforced with: 

● eMail marketing 
● Monthly summary emails will also be sent with the highlights of the community. 
● Reminders for non-frequent visitors using some hook (Success Story) 
● Market events. 
● Webinars, Q&A sessions linked to the demo use cases / tutorials / trainings 
● Referrals to promote our advocates to become brand ambassadors: 

○ Feature advocates 
○ Specific pieces of content and webinars with the results of the project have been used               

to gain referral. 
 
This approach can be visualized in the PESO Model: 
 

 

Figure 2.2.1 micro-ROS PESO Model 
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And through the marketing funnel: 

 

Figure 2.2.2 micro-ROS Funnel 

2.3 Brand Positioning 
The micro-ROS brand positioning and identity was developed during the project execution based on: 

● micro-ROS Purpose, the reason for being and the positive difference we will make in our               

audience’s lives. The promises we make to our audience. 
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● micro-ROS Perception, how we want to be recognised, the words and values that people will               

use to describe us. 

● micro-ROS Personality, helps us to define the tone of our voice, our character and main               

messages. 

● micro-ROS Position, is related to the product offering – being realistic when explaining what we               

provide and the relation with other similar products in the market. 

● micro-ROS Promotion is about the power of walking our talk, defining good elevator pitches and               

finding good ambassadors. 

As explained in the previous section, micro-ROS starts positioning as a leader in the market with a                 

privileged positioning in the areas of embedding ROS 2 into resource-constrained devices and upgrading              

tiny computation devices to become first class participants of the ROS ecosystem. The project partners               

with their experience in the area of robotics, bring all the necessary competences to release a                

worldwide technical trend and in particular to grow new market opportunities for SMEs and thus faster                

growth of robotics in Europe.  

micro-ROS platform has been released as OSS, under a commercially friendly license, therefore the              

dissemination of micro-ROS has been naturally coordinated with the Open Source Robotics Foundation             

[OSRF] using the position of several members of the consortium as ROS key contributors to achieve the                 

adoption within the ROS community. Furthermore, some of the components of this project have              

become part of the FIWARE platform easing the adoption by its global ecosystem. At the same time, we                  

are giving prominence to micro-ROS as a European initiative, as the basis to drive the research and                 

development of ROS, a de-facto standard led by US organizations, and encouraging this way a European                

ROS community.  

Thanks to the European leadership and strong presence in the area of microcontrollers, micro-ROS is               

slowly becoming the de facto framework for deep embedded (microcontroller-based) robot application            

development. Most importantly, lately this has begun to being backed up both at an unofficial level, by                 

means of users' contributions and the interest of several independent entities, and also on behalf of the                 

Open Robotics, which is boosting micro-ROS adoption as a result of acknowledging its increasing role in                

the community and the observable trend of the community of integrating more and more projects               

involving ROS 2 with sensors and actuators operated by micro-ROS. 

micro-ROS Messaging Framework 

A messaging framework is a structured written representation of the brand’s unique selling points. The               

objective is to make our brand easy to understand and clearly distinguishable from the competition. The                

messaging framework includes micro-ROS value proposition, target audience, and statements about           

what differentiates us from the competition.  

The messaging framework may change during the exploitation of the project result but should become a                

solid foundation for building micro-ROS business and all of its related functions: marketing,             

communications, advertising, sales, business development, public relations, customer service, and more.  
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The figure below shows a preliminary messaging framework for micro-ROS. 

 

Figure 2.3.1 micro-ROS messaging framework 

 

Vision 
Bridging microprocessors and microcontrollers 

Put ROS2 into microcontrollers 

Mission 

To provide with a common robotic framework that bridges the gap between resource-constrained 
microcontrollers and larger processors in ROS based applications overcoming market entry barriers 
reducing complexity, increasing interoperability and lowering development costs 
 
Brand Promise  
the value or experience micro-ROS customers can expect 
 
With micro-ROS, microcontrollers  will no longer be inflexible black boxes. The combination of ROS 2 and 
micro-ROS results in a full-stack robotic framework that lowers market entry barriers by saving costs and 
accelerating robot developments.  
 
Core Message 
the main/big idea we want to share with the world - simple, understandable, targeted, consistent 
 

micro-ROS: the robotic framework bridging the gap between resource constrained and larger 
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processing units in robotic applications 
 
Reasons to believe 
What makes our claims and promises credible and trustworthy? 
 

● Open standard-based framework 
● Microcontroller-optimized client API supporting all major ROS concepts 
● Seamless integration with ROS 2 
● Extremely resource-constrained but flexible middleware 
● Multi-RTOS support with generic build system 
● Permissive license 
● Vibrant community and ecosystem 
● Long-term maintainability and interoperability 

 
Brand Pillars 
the points that set us apart from competitors - Benefits 
 

● OPEN SOURCE: commercially-friendly open source license, vendors can still adapt the software            
as needed 

● AFFORDABLE: focus on the value-generating product functionalities and reduce development          
costs 

● EFFICIENT: develop new robotic products and technologies with shorter development times 
● REAL-TIME: Advanced real-time scheduling capabilities 
● APIs: micro-ROS brings the ROS APIs to microcontrollers. Client library and a set of modular core                

libraries 
● FLEXIBLE: common platform and affordable hardware components, dynamic communication         

network 
● INTEROPERABLE: Interoperability of traditional robots with IoT sensors and devices + ROS1,            

ROS2, H-ROS and FIWARE 
● PLUG&PLAY: Simplified deployment of smart robots as full distributed systems of different            

plug-and-play components 
● SECURE: authentication and encryption capabilities integrated with the security implemented in           

Fast DDS allowing a complete secure ROS system. 
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Figure 2.3.2 micro-ROS Brand Pillars 

2.4 Target Audiences 

Developers 
The objective of the microROS is to provide a strong common platform for developers to avoid the need                  
of adopting custom solutions. 

Application Software Developers are the main end users of the micro-ROS use cases, simulated              
environments of the hardware and lower level abstraction layers of the micro-ROS project. They will also                
benefit from open source packages containing benchmarking, monitoring and evaluation tools for            
micro-ROS. The benchmark toolkit will help in smooth and fast micro-ROS deployment helping to              
validate the new micro-ROS platform and as a tool for developers using micro-ROS, to tune their                
applications and become confident that they will run properly. 

ROS Community 
The ROS community is a natural user of the micro-ROS framework. The ROS community has tried to                 
support microcontrollers in the past and as part of the redesigned upcoming release ROS 2. These                
attempts unveiled various design choices in ROS and ROS 2 that render such porting impossible. These                
choices include the use of the DDS middleware in ROS 2, which is not intended for highly                 
resource-constrained devices, the non consideration of power efficiency requirements and the lack of             
advanced real-time scheduling capabilities, amongst others. Micro-ROS is a framework designed for            
microcontrollers using a bottom-up approach, and using the ROS familiar concepts to ease adoption,              
portability and interoperability with the established ROS ecosystem. 
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SMEs / Startups 
The results of micro-ROS are also relevant for the growing community of developers using FIWARE and                
who may be considering the incorporation of robotics solutions in their IoT-enabled smart applications.              
SMEs and startups using micro-ROS based solutions will benefit from FIWARE related projects and              
programs. 

Other communities and working groups 
The following table provides a revised list of the communities identified as targets for raising awareness                
of the project results. For each of them, partners already involved in the community which will be                 
responsible for raising such awareness are listed. 

 

Table 2.4.1 micro-ROS target communities 

2.5 Key Messages 
 

During the last phase of the project, early adopters are expected to experiment the benefits that the                 
micro-ROS platform will bring and will also stimulate interaction, experimentation and cross-learning            
with a wider audience. 

The benefits for research and innovation activities should also be clear at this stage. micro-ROS will                
leverage robotics research at under-resourced universities in Europe, enabling students and researchers            
to use the rich ROS ecosystem with its advanced software tools on comparatively cheap              
microcontroller-based robotics hardware. This will strengthen robotics research and education in           
Europe. 

A summary of the main project communication milestones and messages are highlighted in the figure               
below, aligned with the different phases of the project and focused on Brand Positioning: 
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Target community Partner(s) responsible for raising awareness 

ROS, ROS 2 Embedded WG, ROS 2 TSC and 
Open Robotics Foundation 

EPROS, BOSCH, Łukasiewicz-PIAP 

OPC Foundation BOSCH 

FIWARE FF, EPROS 

Internet Industrial Consortium FF 

International Data Spaces Association FF 

OMG EPROS 

DroneCode.org EPROS 
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Figure 2.5.1 micro-ROS key messages  

When launching the project 
OFERA (Open framework for embedded robot applications) will develop micro-ROS, an extension of the              
robot operating system (ROS) for microcontrollers that will enable companies to rapidly deliver robotic              
products integrating highly resource-constrained devices. Through the end-user driven development of           
micro-ROS platform, we aim to reduce the cost of initial investment in robotic systems and thus lower                 
this market entry barrier for smaller and medium-sized companies.  
 
During the first platform releases 
Messages focusing on highlighting technology benefits to foster adoption like for example: 
 

● Micro-ROS is a Robotic framework targeting embedded and deep embedded robot components            
with extremely constrained computational resources. These devices have special characteristics:          
minimum real time operating system or no operating system, battery powered, wireless low             
bandwidth connections, and intermittent operation with sleep periods. 

● Micro-ROS is compatible with Robot Operating System (ROS 2.0). micro-ROS puts ROS 2 onto              
microcontrollers, making them first class participants of the ROS 2 environment allowing to             
create smaller robots using the same tools as well as taking advantage of the increasing               
overlapping between robotics, smart embedded devices and IoT. 

● With micro-ROS microprocessors and microcontrollers could be mixed together seamlessly in           
any robotic system. 

● micro-ROS enables the interoperability of traditional robots with IoT sensors and devices,            
creating truly distributed robotic systems using a common framework. 
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Final Platform releases and Use Cases 
Different messages will highlight different market opportunities like: 
 

● With micro-ROS you can Integrate all kinds of devices in an heterogeneous real-time distributed              
system using very different datalinks and fulfilling the requirements of the biggest robotics             
community: ROS. 

● micro-ROS facilitates collaboration & networking within the global ROS community, with many            
industrial and academic contacts in Europe. 

● Reduce initial investment costs in robotic systems allowing to focus on the value-generating             
product functionalities. 

● micro-ROS largely widens the spectrum of computing platforms that can be integrated in             
ROS-based robotic products. 

● micro-ROS will facilitate the use of the powerful set of ROS tools for product development and                
thus reduce costs for tooling. 

● micro-ROS will enable further benefit from the numerous open-source ROS packages. 
● with micro-ROS will be easier to integrate robotic research results much more easily in product               

development. 
 
End of the project 
During the last phases of the project we will reinforce micro-ROS positioning as a de facto framework for                  
deep embedded (microcontroller-based) robot application development and therefore contributing to          
the faster growth of a competitive industry of small robots and robot components manufacturers.              
micro-ROS brings all the benefits from the ROS technology into robotics product development             
accelerating the adoption of robotics in multiple domains, increasing development efficiency and            
reducing costs. micro-ROS employs the open-source model of ROS driving open innovation economic             
and social value. 
 
Elevator Pitch 
The elevator pitch was created when producing the first marketing materials to describe micro-ROS              
value proposition in the right context. That means what is micro-ROS for and why it is needed.  
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Within the current digital revolution, robots have the power to improve many aspects of economic               
and social life. Intelligent environments where robots help and collaborate with humans are already a               
reality in many application domains. 
 
Robot Operating System (ROS) has become the de facto standard for the development of open-source               
robotics software and has played an essential role in the rapid evolution of robotic applications. While                
ROS applications are well-suited for larger computing devices, they do not encompass the             
microcontroller level where embedded devices with severe limitations in their memory, computing            
power, and bandwidth, demand robust and efficient components.  
 
micro-ROS is the robotic framework that bridges the gap between resource-constrained and larger             
processing units in robotic applications. In addition, micro-ROS brings the ROS programming interface             
to these resource-constrained devices. With micro-ROS, microcontrollers can be integrated seamlessly           
into ROS 2-based systems. 
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2.6 Key Channels 
Main channels for dissemination and communication are represented in the marketing funnel. The use              
of these channels independently or combinated is related to the concrete target audiences, messages              
and results to be disseminated. From a general perspective, they can be summarised as follows. 

- Social Media: Owned partners’ media are the main channels for awareness and communication             
of the project data, what we do and when. All the activities are promoted through partners’                
social networks including Youtube, Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn. As micro-ROS community is            
also collaborating with other communities, we also take advantage of the support from third              
parties that act as evangelist or advocates 

- Online and offline international events: an important effort has been done on spreading the              
project through dedicated events as well as events already attended by the partners. 

- Online Webinars: specifically designed to target developers. 
- Working Groups and Community Building: the project website, and the social media channels,             

will act as the digital entry points to attract the target audiences but also the micro-ROS                
community is the place where the day-by-day content generated by the project will be              
published and dynamized via micro-blogging. 

- Earned and shared media: all the social media content produced and co-created by the partners               
and also generated by the users will nurture, hence shared, within the ROS andmicro-ROS              
Community and shared through the partner’s and influencers’ networks. The micro-ROS           
community will put all their effort into creating newsworthy content that can be easily shared by                
others. 

- Offline channels: All the project results should be available in physical spaces. Offline             
communication aims to visually impact the audience raising awareness about the project, its             
aims, activities and results through appealing and easy to understand messages. Offline            
communication has been exclusively devoted to engaging the audience in physical events and             
support / enrich conversations: Brochures, posters/roll-ups, event stands, presentations and          
other content writing services have been used. 
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With micro-ROS, microcontrollers will no longer be inflexible black boxes. The combination of ROS 2               
and micro-ROS results in a full-stack robotic framework that lowers market entry barriers by saving               
costs and accelerating robot developments.  
 
The contribution of micro-ROS goes beyond the integration and portability of ROS-based software to              
micro-controllers. The FIWARE micro-ROS adapter makes robots interoperable with heterogeneous          
services, sensors, and devices from the IoT world. By sharing rich context information with a wide                
range of IoT solutions, robots become smarter and can better adapt to their environments. This allows                
truly distributed robotic systems to interact even more intelligently with the world around them. 
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2.7 DAC Plan and Roadmap 

 

Figures below show the overall Dissemination and Communication Plans followed during the project. 

 

 

Figure 2.7.1 micro-ROS Communication Activities 

 

 

Figure 2.7.2 micro-ROS Dissemination Activities 
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3 Communication and Dissemination Activities Report 

3.1 Communication Materials 
All the communication materials described in the D7.2 and created during 2019 were also used to                
promote micro-ROS in 2020. The micro ROS video gathered more than 5.600 views. 

 

Figure 3.1.1 micro-ROS marketing materials 

New marketing materials created during 2020 are detailed below: 

Value Proposition Video Interview and Article in fiware.org 

During the IoT Solution World Congress held on October 29th-31st we produced the 2nd video               
promoting micro-ROS. This time we learned more about the use of ROS on microcontrollers and its                
many benefits (interoperability, communication protocols…) catching up with Ralph Lange, Project           
Manager, Robotics Systems & Software Engineering, Bosch Corporate Research, one of the parties             
leading the micro-ROS project. 

An article on fiware.org was also produced to promote the interview that had very good results in Social                  
Media with a total of 5.552 Impressions and 355 engagements/interactions. 
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Figure 3.1.2 micro-ROS video interview 

3.2 Publications 
The complete list of publications is available in the reporting dashboard and summarised in section 3.9                
List of Communication and Dissemination Activities 2020. The OFERA partners contributed with an             
average of 80 publications in owned media and communities (Discourse), 15 publications in earned              
media (demos, presentations in youtube and publications in third party websites) and more than 260               
publications in social media. 

3.3 Live and Online Events 
 

This section reports on the events in which micro-ROS has been present in 2020. These events as well as                   
those previous to this reporting period can be consulted on the micro-ROS blog and the reporting                
dashboard, which will be continuously updated as new events take place. 

3.3.1 European Robotic Forum ERF (Málaga, 3-5 March 2020) 
 

The European Robotics Forum gathers around 1000 professionals of the robotics community including             
expert companies like Bosch, Kuka, Clearpath, Robotnik, Schunk and others. 

The focus of the 2020 forum was how to accelerate the innovation in robotics and AI, and its market                   
development. 
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https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1dl6Od4k8l83NelydRGSETzV7uFNRqJ-2olBtLjS78nk/edit?usp=sharing
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https://www.eu-robotics.net/robotics_forum/programme/index.html
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The micro-ROS team participated presenting the project together with a highly interesting showcase. 

In order to demonstrate the capacities of micro-ROS in real-time operating systems, the micro-ROS team               
ported micro-ROS to three resource-constrained devices that run with micro-ROS on three different             
real-time operating systems: a Kobuki TurtleBot 2 using NuttX, a ToF laser ranging sensor running on                
Zephyr RTOS and a Crazyflie 2.1 Bitcraze Drone running FreeRTOS. 

In the ERF workshop on “Overcoming the boundaries of today’s Robotics Software Engineering”, Ralph              
Lange from Bosch Corporate Research also had the possibility to provide a short update on micro-ROS. 

 

Figure 3.3.1.1 miro-ROS team at the ERF 2020 

3.3.2 ROS Developer’s Day - 27 June 2020 
 

micro-ROS and eProsima participated as Premium sponsors in the 3rd edition of the ROS Developers               
Day. The 3rd ROS Developers Day (*formerly named “ROS Developers Conference“) is a hands-on online               
event for robot operating system developers. The event aims to connect ROS developers around the               
world without geographical restrictions and to share and learn the latest ROS applications through              
real-time practice. 

At this conference, microROS brought their later results with real-time demonstrations. 

This year’s agenda included two lectures from eProsima, one regarding Server-Client Discovery in Fast              
DDS as an alternative node discovery mechanism for ROS 2, and the other about micro-ROS. The latter                 
was given by the eProsima software engineer Pablo Garrido Sánchez, who showed with a very practical                
hands-on tutorial how to run micro-ROS on the Zephyr Real-Time Operating System (RTOS). 
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Figure 3.3.2.1 micro-ROS at the 3rd ROS Developers’ Day 

3.3.3 PX4 Developer’s Summit - 6/7 July 2020 
 

micro-ROS and its middleware, Micro XRCE-DDS, were presented in a webinar held within the              
framework of the 2020 PX4 Developer Summit. 

The PX4 Developer Summit is a 2-day event in which professionals from all over the world exchange                 
technological insights of the drone sector. With around 50 speakers from companies like NXP, Microsoft,               
Open Robotics, Auterion, Dronecode and of course PX4, the topics vary from software development to               
hardware components. 

The webinar, with title “Bringing micro-ROS to PX4-based flying systems”, was presented by eProsima              
and Drone Solutions. 

It covered the basic concepts around the micro-RTPS bridge used to integrate PX4 into the DDS world,                 
and the proposal of migrating to a more mature, flexible and secure interface with DDS and ROS 2 based                   
on micro-ROS and its middleware Micro XRCE-DDS. 

3.3.4 ROS World 2020 - 12 November 2020 
 

The project coordinator eProsima was Platinum sponsor in the last edition of the ROS World. micro-ROS                
latest features and developments were presented in the FIWARE parallel track session. Among the              
topics that were discussed: 

● micro-ROS’ twofold build system approach 
● Integration into Arduino, Zephyr and ESP-IDF platforms 
● Client-Agent matching by discovery 
● Graph support! - Link to release 
● p2p functionality  
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https://github.com/micro-ROS/micro_ros_setup/pull/190
https://discourse.ros.org/t/micro-ros-on-arduino/17009
https://discourse.ros.org/t/micro-ros-zephyr/16723
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https://discourse.ros.org/t/discovery-in-micro-ros/16611
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● Demo: micro-ROS & MoveIt 2 
● micro-ROS gets AI: integration with DephtAI, by LUXonis  

 
micro-ROS was also present as a featured guest in a bunch of other talks by collaborators and friends 
like Nuno Marques from the Dronecode Foundation. 
 

 

Figure 2.3.4.1 micro-ROS featured at the ROS World 2020 

This shows how our activities are not just limited to participate in the event and present micro-ROS but                  

also to collaborate, contribute and find synergies. Further dissemination on the ROS World was done in                

the ROS community featuring the support by Dronecode PX4 for ROS 2/Fast DDS & Micro-ROS and                

dedicated talks on this topic (link to ROS Community) 

The talk was promoted through Youtube and Vimeo 

3.3.5 Ros Industrial Conference 15-16 December 2020 

ROS-Industrial is an open source project that extends the advanced capabilities of the Robot Operating               
System (ROS) software to manufacturing. The 8th edition of ROS-Industrial Conference was held as a               
virtual event. The Industrial Conference is the annual community meeting for the European             
ROS-Industrial community and brings the newest technical developments and a place to meet by people               
and companies which are active in the ROS community. 

micro-ROS was presented at the 2020 ROS-Industrial Conference in a joint talk given by Ralph Lange                
from Bosch, and by Francesca Finocchiaro and Pablo Garrido Sanchez from eProsima. 

In the first part of the talk, Ralph Lange presented the ROS 2 Executor design and discussed the latest                   
developments towards real-time support and determinism, which are important requirements for           
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https://discourse.ros.org/t/micro-ros-meets-moveit/16836
https://luxonis.com/depthai
https://luxonis.com/
https://discourse.ros.org/t/dronecode-px4-support-for-ros-2-fast-dds-micro-ros/17671
https://discourse.ros.org/t/dronecode-px4-support-for-ros-2-fast-dds-micro-ros/17671
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8XRkzHqQSf0
https://vimeo.com/480477960
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industrial applications. The talk also addressed the most recent features added in the Foxy release and                
for the Galactic release. Finally, he presented details on the rclc Executor for deeply embedded               
applications such as those addressed by micro-ROS. 

In the second part of the talk, Francesca Finocchiaro provided an overview of the micro-ROS project with                 
a focus on its latest features and developments, and subsequently Pablo Garrido Sanchéz presented an               
entry-level hands-on demonstration intended for people willing to get started with micro-ROS. 

First presentation can be found here and the second one here. 

3.4 Webinars 
Due to Covid restrictions, a number of online events / webinars have been organised to promote                
microROS in different sectors and integration with other systems. 

FIWARE Foundation organised a total of 5 public Webinars 

Table 3.4.1 micro-ROS technical webinars FIWARE Ecosystem 

3.4.1.- Developing FIWARE NGSI Interfaces for Robots  
This webinar presented different alternatives to develop FIWARE-Ready robots and the main FIWARE             
components that can facilitate/empower these developments. Some of the contents will be presented             
in a practical way through a simple example. 
  
The webinar was recorded and available in FIWARE YouTube channel (link) - The event had 55                
Registrations and ~308 views of the recorded material. 

3.4.2.- The Use of DDS Middleware in Robotics  
This webinar, in cooperation with FIWARE Foundation Gold Member eProsima, provided an introduction             
to core real-time technologies: FAST DDS, the most complete Open Source DDS for ROS 2, and Micro                 
XRCE-DDS, the middleware for microcontrollers and micro-ROS. 
  
The webinar was recorded and available in FIWARE YouTube channel (Link) - The event had 68                
Registrations and ~287 views of the recorded material. 
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Date Link to event page Registrations Views Youtube 

6/5/20 FIWARE NGSI interfaces for robots 55  308 

17/6/20 The Use of DDS Middleware in Robotics 68  287 

22/7/20 Interface With Machines and Robots: Building 
Interfaces to ROS Systems 

40  106 

23/9/20 FIWARE and micro-ROS: Enabling Robotics 
Systems on Micro-controllers 

33  161 

14/10/20 Integrating Robotic Systems for Agile 
Manufacturing Using FIWARE 

31  38 

https://micro-ros.github.io/download/2020-12-16_Advanced_Execution_Management_with_ROS_2.pdf
https://micro-ros.github.io/download/ROSIn2020-FrancescaFinocchiaro.pdf
https://youtu.be/m5JWxlMMuqk
https://youtu.be/OQYBJJ5ydto
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/fiware-webinar-how-to-develop-fiware-ngsi-interfaces-for-robots-tickets-96608040249
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/the-use-of-dds-middleware-in-robotics-tickets-107797142154
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/interface-with-machines-and-robots-building-interfaces-to-ros-systems-tickets-112580551460
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/interface-with-machines-and-robots-building-interfaces-to-ros-systems-tickets-112580551460
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/fiware-and-micro-ros-enabling-robotics-systems-on-micro-controllers-tickets-116573583727
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/fiware-and-micro-ros-enabling-robotics-systems-on-micro-controllers-tickets-116573583727
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/integrating-robotic-systems-for-agile-manufacturing-using-fiware-tickets-116983241023
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/integrating-robotic-systems-for-agile-manufacturing-using-fiware-tickets-116983241023
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3.4.3.- Interface with Machines and Robots: Building Interfaces to ROS Systems 
This webinar presented how to develop FIWARE NGSI Interfaces for ROS-based robots. A simple              
example was shown where a simulated mobile robot is to transport objects in a warehouse. The robot                 
was equipped with a ROS navigation system (move base) and a basic NGSI interface. The NGSI interface                 
acted as a bridge between a set of ROS topics and the NGSI Context Broker so that FIWARE-Ready                  
applications can easily configure, request and monitor the robot's tasks. 
  
The webinar was recorded and available in FIWARE YouTube channel (Link) - The event had 40                
Registrations and ~106 views of the recorded material. 

3.4.4.- FIWARE and micro-ROS: Enabling Robotics Systems on Micro-controllers 
The aim of this webinar was to give an introduction about the existing synergies between FIWARE, ROS                 
and micro-ROS - the Robot Operating System for microcontrollers - frameworks. 
Special emphasis was put on how to build interfaces between Powered by FIWARE architectures and               
ROS2/micro-ROS based robotic systems. The SOSS-FIWARE, based on the eProsima Integration Service,            
is a key enabler that accelerates the development of these interfaces between micro-ROS and FIWARE               
ecosystems. Through a basic application, the main features of this component as well as the key                
concepts associated with the synergies between FIWARE and micro-ROS were overviewed. 
  
The webinar was recorded and available in FIWARE YouTube channel (Link) - The event had 33                
Registrations and ~161 views of the recorded material. 

3.4.5.- Integrating Robotic Systems for Agile Manufacturing Using FIWARE 
Robotics systems play a major role in the automation roadmap of factories that aim to beat competitors                 
by offering small lot sizes of highly customized products. As standalone manufacturing assets, the              
contribution of robotics systems to the factory is clear, robots are intended to contribute powerful               
automation features based on reconfigurable hardware with integrated perception, planning, and           
control abilities. However, the agility of the factory can grow dramatically by making these standalone               
robots first-class citizens of the digital factory infrastructure. 
  
The webinar introduced the current vision and ongoing developments that FIWARE is undertaking to              
accelerate the integration of robots in smart factory environments. 
  
The webinar was recorded and available in FIWARE YouTube channel (Link) - The event had 31                
Registrations and ~38 views of the recorded material. 

3.4.6.- Webinar series on Powered by FIWARE Architectures  
The FIWARE Foundation organised a specific webinar series on Powered by FIWARE architectures for              
robotics systems for Agile Production based on DDS, ROS, micro-ROS and OPC UA 
 
These webinars we offered to 11 manufacturing companies and 20 tech providers within the Transfer                 
Technology Program of the DIH2 Project. A specific presentation leade by eProsima “Micro XRCE-DDS &                             
micro-ROS - Bringing DDS and ROS into microcontrollers” was also held during these webinar series. 
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3.5 Demos  
Demos and presentations performed during 2020 are collected in the reporting dashboard. In addition,              
the micro-ROS website also offers a collection of demos that showcase micro-ROS in real applications               
which are easy to reproduce by the community. 

Table 3.5.1 micro-ROS demos 2020 

Demo: micro-ROS - Real-time operating systems on resource constrained devices 

eProsima created a micro-ROS bridge between a TurtleBot 2 running on NuttX and a time of fly laser                  
ranging sensor using Zephyr RTOS. 

The result is that when interrupting the laser, the TurtleBot 2 platform receives this information and                
reacts on it by doing an emergency stop. 

The demo displays how two microcontrollers can collaborate in a bigger robotic system. 

Demo: Micro-ROS meets Movelt 

The demo shows an integration between micro-ROS and MoveIt 2, a manipulation framework for              
robotics applications created and maintained by PickNik. The demo brings micro-ROS to a whole              
different level: thanks to MoveIt’s kinematic planification talent, an app running on a microcontroller is               
now enabled to be integrated into complex algorithms and ROS 2 workflows. This allows all robots in                 
micro-ROS’ ecosystem to perform actual ‘stunts’ of all types. 

Warehouse automation with micro-ROS 

The demo is an example of the potential entailed by micro-ROS to act as a first-line player in the next                    
generation of robotics applications in the logistics sector. It shows the interoperability between a ROS2               
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Date Title Link Views 

28/2/2020 
micro-ROS: Real-time operating systems 

on resource constrained devices 

https://www.youtube.com/watc

h?v=5NI9fmCcXFI 
304 

28/4/2020 micro-ROS meets MoveIt  
https://www.youtube.com/watc

h?v=wgIKGUGSX7Y 
574 

29/4/2020 Warehouse automation with micro-ROS 
https://www.youtube.com/watc

h?v=10Gq-q8k2tw 
822 

11/7/2020 

Introduction to micro-ROS: getting 

started with Zephyr | ROSDevDay2020 

Trailer #7 

https://www.youtube.com/watc

h?v=FxpCIapIJUI 
737 

19/11/2020 
ROS 2 to micro-ROS TCP tunneling via 

Integration Service 

https://www.youtube.com/watc

h?v=PX0NUnc4OLo 
223 

1/12/2020 
Enabling smart warehouses with 

micro-ROS 

https://www.youtube.com/watc

h?v=8L1XVsZMmsI 
162 

https://micro-ros.github.io/docs/tutorials/demos/overview/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5NI9fmCcXFI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5NI9fmCcXFI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wgIKGUGSX7Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wgIKGUGSX7Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=10Gq-q8k2tw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=10Gq-q8k2tw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FxpCIapIJUI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FxpCIapIJUI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PX0NUnc4OLo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PX0NUnc4OLo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8L1XVsZMmsI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8L1XVsZMmsI
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System and micro-ROS showcasing a ROS 2 enabled robotic arm connected to a ToF sensor able to                 
measure the distance between a target object and the base of the arm.  

Tasks of this kind can be integrated into a bigger and more complex operations chain, as a building block                   
of a fully automated protocol, relevant to sectors such as that of warehouses. 

Introduction to micro-ROS - Getting started with Zephyr 

This demo-presentation was part of the 3rd ROS Developers Day 2020 and explained how micro-ROS can                
be used to integrate embedded systems on ROS2 ecosystems, in which operating systems do micro-ROS               
runs (in this ase using Zephyr) and also showing some real hardware examples. 

ROS 2 to micro-ROS TCP tunneling via Integration Service 

The demo shows how two separate ROS 2 dataspaces hosted by distinct subnets can be put into                 
communication over the internet thanks to Fast DDS TCP capabilities and to Integration Service, the tool                
enabling intercommunication of any protocol with DDS. The setup consists in a ROS 2 node publishing                
velocity directives via WAN to a Turtlesim application and to a micro-ROS node operating a Kobuki                
Turtlebot2, both running on the remote hub. 

Enabling smart warehouses with micro-ROS 

In this demo, micro-ROS exhibits its capabilities in an environment that mimics a realistic industrial               

scenario like a smart warehouse, comprising a dynamic and distributed system of IoT devices. The demo                

was designed and recorded by PIAP. 
 

The demo shows a mobile platform interacting with a set of sensors and actuators while it moves in                  

space with a specific mission, enabled by autonomous driving. The sensors and actuators are operated               

by microcontrollers running micro-ROS over 6LoWPAN, and scattered in a simulated warehouse area,             

both indoor and outdoor. The mobile base is a ‘scout’ robot designed for quick recognition of the                 

surroundings thanks to a coherent localisation system, and features an on-board computer running a              

ROS 2 node. The communication between the IoT network of devices and this computer is mediated by                 

a micro-ROS Agent, which connects to the various micro-ROS Clients operating the sensors and              

actuators as the robot moves across the warehouse. 

3.6 Presentations 
An average of 22 presentations have been done in 2020 with different objectives.  

Attract users in the Agile Manufacturing sector - Target audience: Manufacturing companies 

The OFERA members FIWARE and eProsima also participate in DIH2 a project that is aimed at                
establishing a large European network of Digital Innovation Hubs (DIHs) with clear focus on robotics.               
From the technical point of view, DIH2 is materializing the concept of an Open Digital Platform for                 
Robotics Based Agile Production and FIWARE has been selected as the underlying technology for this               
platform. 

The Technology Transfer Program of DIH2 considers 26 experiments in real manufacturing companies             
that will develop and validate robotics based solutions for the agility problems they are facing. Both,                
eProsima and FIWARE are leading and mentoring these technical developments and DDS, ROS, and              
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micro-ROS along with OPC UA are the default technologies offered for the field level middlewares that                
run below the core platform layer, which is based on the FIWARE NGSI standard. The first round of DIH2                   
experiments started in 2020 and the welcome camp for the selected consortia included a training               
session on the aforementioned technologies. Some projects are exploring the use of micro-ROS and,              
therefore, the Technology Transfer Program in DIH2 is becoming a great opportunity to showcase its               
performance in a real manufacturing environment. 

The FIWARE Foundation organised a webinar series for a concrete target audience on Powered by               
FIWARE Architectures for robotics systems for Agile Production based on DDS, ROS, micro-ROS and OPC               
UA. Eleven manufacturing Companies and 20 Tech Providers within the Transfer Technology Program of              
the  DIH2 Project had the opportunity to join these sessions. 

Open Collaboration within Robotic Working Group platforms 

micro-ROS presented the OFERA project as part of the workshop organised under the umbrella of the                
ERF 2020 “Overcoming the boundaries of today’s Robotics Software Engineering” together with other             
EU projects like RobMoSys or ROSIN among others. 

Engage with ROS communities 

Project partners attended later in December 2019 and 2020 to the ROS Industrial Consortium to present                
specifically Fast DDS, Advanced Execution Management with ROS 2 and micro-ROS. Good connections             
with the ROS community were also achieved through the ROS World conference in which 3 specific                
micro-ROS presentations were done and the practical conference 3rd Developer’s Day organised by The              
Construct. Additionally, four more presentations have been offered to ROS Real-Time WG, ROS2             
Embedded WB and ROS2 Technical Steering Committee. 

Engage with FIWARE  Community 

micro-ROS has been also presented to the FIWARE developer’s community through specific            
presentations to the FIWARE Technical Steering Committee and to a wider audience through online              
presentations thanks to the 5 specific webinars on robotics held by the FIWARE Foundation. 

3.7 Working Groups 
The ROS2 Embedded Working Groups started in July 2020 with 5 meetings held so far. All these                 
meetings are shared in the ROS Community at Discourse through the Embedded Category with an               
average of 1.1k views. Posts, agendas and minutes available here. 

eProsima also presented in the ROS2 RTWG (real-time working groups meetings) September 2020 - Link               
and minutes available here. 

3.8 Other dissemination and collaboration activities 
 

FIWARE Foundation and micro-ROS join the Zephyr Community 
In the second half of 2020 micro-ROS earned an associate partnership with The Zephyr Project through                
the FIWARE Foundation. Micro-ROS and the Zephyr Project target the same range of embedded systems               
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such as connected sensors and actuators, and small IoT devices of all kinds. They complement each                
other by allowing to easily create heterogeneous distributed robotic systems and also integrate these              
devices into the ROS 2 (Robot Operating System) ecosystem. 

FIWARE Community Calls 
In April 2020 we started promoting micro-ROS within the monthly marketing calls with the FIWARE               
Community, in particular the activities of the WG and introducing the FIWARE robotics roadmap,              
presenting the enabling technologies like FIROS, micro XRC DDS, Orion Context Broker Fast RTPS and               
OPC UA IoT Agent. We also announced the new planned activities in June and funding opportunities like                 
ICT-46-2020: Robotics in Application Areas and Coordination & Support. 
In the meeting held in June 2020, we announced the series of webinars on the development of FIWARE                  
NGSI Robotics Interfaces and how FIWARE enablers accelerate the implementation of powerful smart             
robotics applications and also a dedicated micro-ROS blog post series.  

Specific promotion of the micro-ROS releases and other activities of the FIWARE Foundation robotic              
working group have been done in specific calls for the FIWARE Gold Members. 

3.9 Communication and Dissemination Activities 2020 and KPIs 
 

As explained in section 2.2 our main channels to promote micro-ROS have been Social Media, Events 
and Communities as they offer more open, agile and flexible collaboration opportunities and 
communication among users based on their personal experiences and impressions of micro-ROS. 

 

Figure 3.9.1 micro-ROS communication and dissemination activities 2020 
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Table below shows the communication and dissemination activities and KPIs achieved during the last              
year of the project. A reporting dashboard has been created gathering all these activities with more                
detailed information.  
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Activity Target KPIs Channels Achieved KPIs 2020 

micro-ROS Web 
BlogPosts and News 

> 10 post / year  
+ 1k visits 

micro-ros.github.io  28 Posts / 700 views 
Web 6.1k views /2.1k users 

Third parties’ webs 
publications  

> 5 posts/year 
 

fiware.org** 8 Posts / 1.3k views / 
average time per visit 3,38’ 

eprosima.com 24 Posts 

discourse.ros.org 25 topics  

176 likes  

Earned Media 
Other community 
websites and forums. 
Gain visibility within 
target communities. 

> 5 reference 
posts / year 

freertos.org 
zephyrproject.org 
windriver.com 
theconstructsim.com 
ubuntu.com 
hackster.io 
project-awesome.org 
(see more - link) 

20 Publications 

Events 
Participation in 
technical conferences, 
workshops, events 
and fairs*. 
Raise awareness on 
technical and 
scientific community, 
particularly the ROS 
community 
 

2 Large trade 
fairs* 
> 20 technical 
presentations 
>500 attendees  
>50 downloads  
Slideshare  
 
 

ROS World 
ROS-Industrial Conference  
ERF 2020 
FIWARE Workshops  
FIWARE online Webinars 
ROS WGs 
DIH² webinar 
ROS developers day 
PX4 developers summit 
ROS Real-Time WG  
ROS TSC  

3 World Class Events 
3 Workshops (FF, Bosch, 
ERF) 
5 online FIWARE Webinars 
(227 registrations) 
5 ROS 2 EWGs meetings 
held 
MultiDay session DIH2 
1 ROS Devs Day 
1 pX4 Summit 
1 RT WG 
1 RSC WG 

Presentations and 
Demos 
On-site 
demonstrations 
and presentations - 
Attract customers and 
raise awareness 

> 20 technical 
presentations 
>500 attendees  
 

50 proposed 35 
responded 35 performed 

~ 22 presentations to 
target customers/users 
5 ROS 2 EWGs meetings 
held 
~ 6 Demos (~ 3k 
visualizations) 
 
 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1dl6Od4k8l83NelydRGSETzV7uFNRqJ-2olBtLjS78nk/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1dl6Od4k8l83NelydRGSETzV7uFNRqJ-2olBtLjS78nk/edit#gid=349898614
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Table 3.9.1 micro-ROS Communication and Dissemination Activities 

*KPI for all the project - Presence at major trade fairs cancelled due to Covid (IoTSWC and Hannover 
Messe 2020 

**Data just belong to the microROS posts & news on fiware.org 

 

Table below shows specific dissemination activities carried out in FIWARE channels: 
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Scientific publications  Publication to 
journals 
and magazines 

>10 publications 1 Scientific Publication 
 

Social Media 
 

Regular posts 
through 
Partner’s 
channels 
 

>3 posts/month (Twitter, 
LinkedIn, Facebook) 1 
video/year on YouTube 
>10 average likes /share 
per post 

+115 Twitter Posts (+6.7k 
engagements - 234k 
Impressions) 
66 Facebook Posts (216 
Engagement - 3.5k 
Impressions) 
71 LinkedIn Posts 
 

Marketing Materials Flyers, brochures, 
videos 

1 flyer 1 brochure 1 
poster 1 infographic 
1 promo video / year 

1 Brochure, >1000 stickers 
+15 Featured youtube 
videos 2020 (~ 6k views) 
2 Project videos (+6k views) 

Press releases - 
Awareness of decision 
and policymakers 
 

Official 
communications 

>=2/year _EU Adopts FIWARE 
Platform and ROS 2/Fast 
DDS 
_FIWARE Foundation, 
micro-ROS is now a 
member of The Zephyr 
Project! 

One-to-one 
communication - 
Awareness of 
target audiences 
 

Newsletters 
Mailings 

Featured article every 
two FIWARE monthly 
newsletters >1 featured 
mailings/year 

5 Featured posts in FIWARE 
Newsletters 
1 Marketing Roundup 
Presentation 

Activity Total Date Link Impact Assessment 

FIWARE 
Webinars 

5 6/5/20 FIWARE NGSI interfaces for robots 55 registrations 

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/fiware-webinar-how-to-develop-fiware-ngsi-interfaces-for-robots-tickets-96608040249
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17/6/20 The Use of DDS Middleware in 
Robotics 
  

68 Registrations 

22/7/20 Interface With Machines and Robots: 
Building Interfaces to ROS Systems 

40 registrations 

23/9/20 FIWARE and micro-ROS: Enabling 
Robotics Systems on 
Micro-controllers 

33 registrations 

14/10/20 Integrating Robotic Systems for Agile 
Manufacturing Using FIWARE 

31 registrations 

FIWARE 
Blogpost 

8 9/3/20 Micro-ros: bridging the gap between 
resource-constrained and larger 
processing units in robotic 
applications 

126 page views (3.43’) 

27/4/20 Discover how to develop fiware ngsi 
interfaces for robots 

166 page views (2.02’) 

18/5/20 Introduction to the microROS 
framework 

298 pag views (2.53’) 

2/6/20 Introducing the micro-ros client 
library 

50 page views (6.12’) 

3/6/20 Micro-ros: seamlessly integrating 
microcontrollers into ros 2-based 
systems 

89 page views (2.26’) 

9/6/20 Connecting the dots: introduction to 
the micro-ros middleware 

100 page views (2.21’) 

16/6/20 Getting started with micro-ros: core 
and advanced tutorials 

396 page views (2.47’) 

30/10/20 Ros world goes digital in 2020 with 
fiware and micro-ros 

82 page views (6.02’) 

FIWARE 
Newsletter 

6 3/20 Link 505 Opens 

4/20 Link 586 Opens 

5/20 Link 593 Opens 

6/20 Link 577 Opens 

10/20 Link 628 Opens 

https://www.eventbrite.com/e/the-use-of-dds-middleware-in-robotics-tickets-107797142154
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/the-use-of-dds-middleware-in-robotics-tickets-107797142154
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/interface-with-machines-and-robots-building-interfaces-to-ros-systems-tickets-112580551460
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/interface-with-machines-and-robots-building-interfaces-to-ros-systems-tickets-112580551460
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/fiware-and-micro-ros-enabling-robotics-systems-on-micro-controllers-tickets-116573583727
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/fiware-and-micro-ros-enabling-robotics-systems-on-micro-controllers-tickets-116573583727
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/fiware-and-micro-ros-enabling-robotics-systems-on-micro-controllers-tickets-116573583727
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/integrating-robotic-systems-for-agile-manufacturing-using-fiware-tickets-116983241023
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/integrating-robotic-systems-for-agile-manufacturing-using-fiware-tickets-116983241023
https://www.fiware.org/2020/03/09/micro-ros-bridging-the-gap-between-resource-constrained-and-larger-processing-units-in-robotic-applications/
https://www.fiware.org/2020/03/09/micro-ros-bridging-the-gap-between-resource-constrained-and-larger-processing-units-in-robotic-applications/
https://www.fiware.org/2020/03/09/micro-ros-bridging-the-gap-between-resource-constrained-and-larger-processing-units-in-robotic-applications/
https://www.fiware.org/2020/03/09/micro-ros-bridging-the-gap-between-resource-constrained-and-larger-processing-units-in-robotic-applications/
https://www.fiware.org/2020/04/27/discover-how-to-develop-fiware-ngsi-interfaces-for-robots/
https://www.fiware.org/2020/04/27/discover-how-to-develop-fiware-ngsi-interfaces-for-robots/
https://www.fiware.org/2020/05/18/introduction-to-the-micro-ros-framework/
https://www.fiware.org/2020/05/18/introduction-to-the-micro-ros-framework/
https://www.fiware.org/2020/06/02/two-layered-api-introducing-the-micro-ros-client-library/
https://www.fiware.org/2020/06/02/two-layered-api-introducing-the-micro-ros-client-library/
https://www.fiware.org/2020/06/03/seamlessly-integrating-microcontrollers-into-ros2-based-systems/
https://www.fiware.org/2020/06/03/seamlessly-integrating-microcontrollers-into-ros2-based-systems/
https://www.fiware.org/2020/06/03/seamlessly-integrating-microcontrollers-into-ros2-based-systems/
https://www.fiware.org/2020/06/09/connecting-the-dots-introduction-to-the-micro-ros-middleware/
https://www.fiware.org/2020/06/09/connecting-the-dots-introduction-to-the-micro-ros-middleware/
https://www.fiware.org/2020/06/16/getting-started-with-micro-ros-core-and-advanced-tutorials/
https://www.fiware.org/2020/06/16/getting-started-with-micro-ros-core-and-advanced-tutorials/
https://www.fiware.org/2020/10/30/ros-world-goes-digital-in-2020-with-fiware-and-micro-ros/
https://www.fiware.org/2020/10/30/ros-world-goes-digital-in-2020-with-fiware-and-micro-ros/
https://mailchi.mp/a749fc9b6e38/fiware-taps-further-into-the-digital-scene-with-these-exciting-initiatives-opportunities
https://mailchi.mp/0c13318f8e02/meaningful-innovation-open-calls-and-opportunities-to-enhance-your-know-how
https://mailchi.mp/b016d7833d4a/an-exciting-new-member-stories-with-impact-top-notch-webinars-event-opportunities-and-more
https://mailchi.mp/20ef37e90fc9/game-changing-events-and-webinars-open-innovation-and-transformative-projects
https://mailchi.mp/e711752b9ea9/level-up-with-fiware-here-is-all-you-need-to-know-in-october
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Table 3.9.2 micro-ROS communication and dissemination activities through FIWARE channels 
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11/20 Link 719 Opens 

FIWARE 
Youtube 

7 15/5/19 Getting Context Data out of robotics 
https://youtu.be/T8XV6Wah9l4 

512 views 

6/5/20 FIWARE NGSI interfaces for robots 
https://youtu.be/m5JWxlMMuqk 

299 views 

3/6/20 With micro-ROS Microcontrollers Can 
Be Integrated Seamlessly Into ROS 
2-based Systems – Interview Ralph 
Lange - 
https://youtu.be/Vbab-YED2Us 

737 views 

29/6/20 Wednesday Webinar: The Use of DDS 
Middleware in Robotics - 
https://youtu.be/OQYBJJ5ydto 

282 views 

23/7/20 Wednesday Webinar: Robots and 
Machine Interfaces: Building 
Interfaces to ROS Systems 
https://youtu.be/a0NxSS96YzY 

102 views 

25/9/20 Wednesday Webinar: FIWARE and 
micro-ROS: Enabling Robotics 
Systems on Micro-controllers - 
https://youtu.be/XJL2_FHcils 

151 views 

20/10/20 Wednesday Webinar: Integrating 
Robotic Systems for Agile 
Manufacturing Using FIWARE 
https://youtu.be/ftxNOdwqjiQ 

36 views 

FIWARE 
Facebook 

13 2020 3000 impressions 107 Engagements 

FIWARE 
LinkedIn 

18 2020 6231 Impressions 5,5% Engagement 

FIWARE 
Twitter 

57 2020 63,7k Impressions 1121 Engagement 
(1,13% average) 

https://mailchi.mp/e04307bcbb32/fiware-tize-like-a-pro-here-is-all-you-need-to-know-in-november
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4 Performance Analysis 
This section includes statistics, numbers and analytics of all the webpages and communities relevant for               

micro-ROS dissemination. 

4.1 Metrics and Analytics Websites 
 
micro-ROS blog - https://micro-ros.github.io/  
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Blogpost Total views Unique views Average time spent 

ESP32 131 109 3’ 38’’ 

1st EWG 104 89 3’ 57’’ 

Zephyr partnership 102 87 2’ 16’’ 

ERF 2020 85 69 1’ 37’’ 

Foxy release 76 74 2’ 56’’ 

FreeRTOS blog 39 31 50’’ 

2nd EWG 37 34 41’’ 

Memory profiling 
XRCE-DDS 

29 26 36’’ 

Discovery 25 22 3’ 24’’ 

micro-ROS and FIWARE 17 17 42’’ 

Warehouse automation 
with micro-ROS 

10 10 7’ 29’’ 

snap Micro XRCE-DDS 9 8 25’’ 

FIWARE webinar 7 5 2’ 12’’ 

PX4 dev summit 5 5 2’ 57’’ 

micro-ROS 
dissemination video by 

FIWARE 

4 4 8’ 25’’ 

ROS-In 4 3 5’ 32’’ 

https://micro-ros.github.io/
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Table 4.1.1 micro-ROS bog analytics 2020 

 
Below we can find the evolution of the micro-ROS and OFERA sites in 2019-2020 

 

micro-ROS https://micro-ros.github.io/  

 

 
Figure 4.1.1 micro-ROS web analytics  2020 
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Micro XRCE-DDS 1.3 
release 

3 3 6’’ 

ROS developers day 3 3 2’ 08’’ 

New demo - micro-ROS 
enabling smart 

warehouse duties 

3 2 26’’ 

Roadmap for Galactic 2 2 19’’ 

snap micro-ROS 2 2 16’’ 

Micro XRCE-DDS 1.2 
release 

1 1 5’’ 

Moveit Demo 1 1 0 

LUXonis 1 1 21’ 47’’ 

Arduino 1 1 8’ 13’’ 

https://micro-ros.github.io/
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OFERA - http://www.OFERA.eu/  

 

 
Figure 4.1.2 OFERA web analytics 2020 

4.2 Metrics and Analytics Social Media & Communities 
 
ROS discourse - https://discourse.ros.org/  

 

● 25 topics created 

● 176 likes received 

 

GitHub - https://github.com/micro-ROS  

 

micro_ros_setup: 

12 contributors 

105 commits 

 

Git clones over a 2-weeks timespan (yearly average): 250 Clones - 100 Unique cloners 

Visitors over a 2-weeks timespan (yearly average): 950 Views - 230 Unique visitors 

 

Social Media 

All activities are reported in the dashboard. 

A total number of +115 Twitter Posts with +6.7k engagements and 234k Impressions have been               
performed by partners in 2020. 66 Facebook Posts with 216 Engagement and 3.5k Impressions as well as                 
71 LinkedIn Posts. 
 
The consortia partners agreed in not creating specific social media channels for the OFERA project but to                 
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http://www.ofera.eu/
https://discourse.ros.org/
https://github.com/micro-ROS
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promote micro-ROS through the partner’s Social Media and targeted communities Social Media. Mostly             
FIWARE and eProsima with the support from the rest of the consortia’s partners. 
 

Table 4.2.1 Audiences Social Media Channels 

5 Conclusions and Key Learnings 

The activities reported in the third year of the OFERA project have been oriented to make micro-ROS                 
first class participants of the ROS 2 environment and effectively helped to introduce and position               
micro-ROS in the ROS world-wide community enjoying broad support and starting to gain contributions. 

During the second half of the project the technology partners have been active in several ways and                 
pursued various promotional activities, including:  

● Presentation of project results / demos in conferences and several webinars. 
● Online promotion of the project through the website and social media channels. 
● Contribution to the developer communities with tutorials and demos to give a quick start with               

micro-ROS and source code. The architecture of the micro-ROS stack has also been promoted              
within the FIWARE Community and related projects, specifically, manufacturing. 

This work will continue in 2021 to be intensive in the upcoming months to support the broad and                  
effective uptake of the micro-ROS technologies in the market. Participation in the ROSCon 2021              
conference and industry fairs are planned like the IoTSWC. The further integration with the FIWARE               
connectors will support the exploitation of the project results within the FIWARE Communities and              
among SMEs. 
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Channel Partner Followers 

Twitter eProsima 1.3k 

FIWARE 12k 

Facebook FIWARE 6.7k 

Linkedin eProsima 1.2k 

FIWARE 6k 

https://micro-ros.github.io/docs/tutorials/
https://micro-ros.github.io/docs/tutorials/demos/

